NPMS Fun Photo competition 2020 guidelines
The NPMS is running a, free to enter, twitter photo competition for all NPMS participants.
The competition will run 19th – 31st (midnight) of March 2020.
Winners will be announced by the 10th April 2020 and exhibited on NPMS media pages.
By entering the competition and using the below hashtags, you agree to the terms of these
guidelines.
There are 4 categories to enter:
 Rarest plant (#NPMSRarest)
 NPMS in action (#NPMSaction)




Flower power (#NPMSFlower)
Plot portrait (#NPMSPlotportrait)

Conditions of entry






All entries must be submitted through the NPMS twitter page (@theNPMS) using the
hashtag (#NPMSphoto2020) and the appropriate above category hashtag
Entries must be taken in the UK (including the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man)
Entries must state the county the photo was taken in and the subject
There is no limit to the number of photos entered per person
It is the entrants’ responsibility to obtain all necessary permissions from featured
people, prior to submission. If the person is under 16 permission is required from their
parents/guardians.

Judging and Winners






Entries on private twitter accounts cannot be seen therefore will not be judged
Category winner will be the image with the most likes and retweets combined
The decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into
Winners will be named by the 10th April 2020 and will receive a prize
Prizes must be claimed within 6 months of being announced

Copyright and usage




Entrants must be the original creator and solely hold the copyright of the photograph
Entrants will retain the copyright of images they submit.
By entering, all entrants grant the NPMS partnership the right to publish and exhibit
their photographs or for them to be used in NPMS promotions, on our website, social
media platforms and in print. No fees will be payable for any of the above uses. The
NPMS will try to ensure photographers are credited however this cannot be guaranteed
and the entrant agrees the NPMS are not liable for omission of credit.

Disclaimer



The entrant is responsible for any claim made by a third party against their submission
Any photos shared using the hashtag (#NPMSphoto2020) are subject to these terms
and conditions, which the NPMS reserves the right to change without prior notice. Any
breach of these will lead to disqualification.

Data protection



In entering you agree to the NPMS using your details to process your application and if
a winner the NPMS may share your details for the purpose of issuing prizes and
publishing winner details.
We respect your privacy and will never sell your data to any third party

